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Abstract— A person is generally called by different names, it is difficult to identify a person from the 
web, person will be called by different names by different people for example, Michael Jackson is called 
as MJ and some call him ” king of pop” , so there will be not trouble-free in penetrating the names from 
the web . Accurate identification of name of a given person is useful in various web related tasks such as 
information extraction, sentiment analysis, personal name disambiguation, and relative pulling out. I 
recommend a method to extract nick name of a given person name from the web. Given a name, the 
proposed method first extracts a set of candidate nick names, there after i rank the extracted candidates 
according to the likelihood of a candidate being a correct nickname of the given name. I propose a system, 
automatically extracted lexical pattern-based approach to efficiently extract a large set of candidate nick 
names from snippets retrieved from a web investigate engine. I identify various grade scores to estimate 
candidate nick name using three approach: 1.lexical pattern frequency, 2. word co-occurrences in an 
anchor text graph, and 3.page counts on the web. To construct a robust nick name finding system, i 
incorporate the dissimilar ranking scores into a single ranking function using ranking support vector 
machines. I assess the planned method on three data sets: an English personal names data set and place 
names data set and a popular personal names data set. The projected method outperforms numerous 
baselines and previously proposed name alias extraction methods, achieving a statistically momentous 
mean reciprocal rank (MRR) of 0.67.Experiments carried out using location names and popular personal 
names suggest the possibility of extending the proposed method to extract nick name for different types of 
named entities and for different languages. 

Keywords- Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Introduction 

      . Finding information about the people in the internet is growing trend. 35 percent of search engine 
queries include person names. However finding information about people from web search engines can be 
difficult when a person has different pet names or name aliases. For example, famous musician Michael Jackson 
is often called as “ KING OF POP ” on the web, at have a break in the broadsheet strength use the genuine name, 
Michael Jackson and the media would use the nick name “ KING OF POP “ or M.J so it will be tricky to regain 
all the information for that person. Searching of different names on the web is difficult for two basic reasons: 
first, dissimilar entity can share the same name (i.e., lexical ambiguity); second, a single entity can be referred 
by multiple names (i.e., referential ambiguity). For example, the lexical ambiguity considers the name larra, 
apart from two namesakes, the famous cricket player and the miss universe larra, and in google, atleast 15 
different people are listed among the top 50 results for the name. A part from that, referential ambiguity mainly 
occurs due to people use different names to refer to the same entity on the internet. For example, The Present 
CEO of apple “Timothy.D “called as Cook or Tim in web. The lexical ambiguity, particularly ambiguity related 
to personal names has been explored extensively in the previous studies of name disambiguation the problem of 
referential ambiguity of entities on the web has received much less attention. In this project, i particularly 
concentrate on the problem of automatically extracting the different references on web for a particular entity. 
For an entity n, we define the set X of its aliases to be the set of all words or multiword expressions that are used 
to refer to a on the web.  For example, Loxodonta is alias of an Elephant, and different terms are used on the 
web for a name. For instance a role or character done by a popular actor in a movie can later become an alias for 
that actor, for example Daniel Jacob Radcliffe often called as Harry potter in web, and the popular people like 
actors often increase their name alias by their role in movies. Variants or abbreviations of names such as “Tim” 
for Timothy.D and acronyms such as MJ for Michael Jackson are also types of person names aliases that are 
frequently used on the web. 
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B. Algorithms 

 
Fig 1. Given a set of (NAME, ALIAS) instances, extract lexical patterns 

 
Fig 2. Given a name and a set of lexical patterns, extract candidate aliases 

Identifying different aliases of a name are important in information retrieval, to improve recall of a web 
search on a single person name, a search engine easily expand a query using aliases of the name. In our previous 
example, a internet user who searches cricket player Larra for might also be interested in retrieving documents 
for name miss india Larra. The semantic web is used to solve the entity Disambiguation problem by providing a 
mechanism intended to add semantic metadata for entity. However, an concern that the semantic web currently 
faces is that insufficient semantically annotated web contents are available. Automatic extraction of metadata 
can accelerate the process of semantic annotation. For different named entities, extracted aliases can serve as a 
useful source of metadata, therefore it disambiguate an entity. Identifying aliases of a different name are 
important for extracting relations among entities. 

For example, Matsuo et al. propose a social network extraction algorithm used to compute the strength 
of the relation between two individuals X and Y by the web hits for the conjunctive query, “X” and “Y”. 

However, both persons X and Y might also appear in their alias names in web contents. Also, by 
expanding the conjunctive query using aliases for the names, a common network drawing out algorithm can 
accurately compute the strength of a relationship between two persons. As there is an rapid growth of social 
media networks such as blogs, social networking (Facebook, Twitter) sites the extracting and classifying 
sentiment on the web has popularized. Moreover, a sentiment analysis system which classifies a text as positive 
or negative according to the sentiment expressed in it, when people express their views about a particular entity, 
they do so by referring to the entity by using a name and also its different aliases. By aggregating the texts that 
use different aliases to refer to a single entity, a sentiment analysis system can produce used to judge the name 
related to the sentiment. I propose a fully automatic method to find different aliases of a given personal name 
from the web. 

C. Purpose  

Advice a social network extraction algorithm in that algorithm i calculate the   strength of the relation 
between two individuals x and y by the web hits for the combined query, “x” and “y”. However, both persons x 
and y may also appear in their nick names in web information. Consequently, by expanding the combined query 
using aliases for the names, social network extraction algorithms can accurately calculate the strength of a 
relationship among two persons.  

D. Scope  

     A social network extraction algorithm was calculating the strength of a relationship through two 
persons. Apart with the recent growth of the media such as blogs, extract and classify emotion on the web has 
received much attention. 

E. Motivation  

           Describe personal name are important for extract relations among entities. For example, Matsuo derived a 
social network extraction algorithm in which they calculate the strength of the relation among two individual 
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persons x and y by the web hits for the combined query, “x” and “y”. However, both persons x and y might also 
appear in their personal names in web. 

II. EXISTING SYSTEM 

            Determining of entities in the web is difficult because of two reasons: primarily, a name can be shared by 
different entities (i.e., lexical ambiguity); secondarily, a single entity can be shared by multiple names (i.e., 
referential ambiguity). For example, the lexical ambiguity considers the name malvin. Aside from the two most 
popular namesakes, the god of the cricket and the inventor of chip at least 11 distinct people are listed out 
among the top 99 results returned by Google for the given name. On the other offer, referential ambiguity occurs 
because of people use distinct names to refer to the same entity on the web. For example, the famous musician is 
often called the king of pop in web information. 

 A. Disadvantage 

              Recognization of entities on the web is difficult for two main reasons:  

 A unique name can be shared by many entities (i.e., lexical ambiguity).  

 A unique entity can be designated by several names (i.e., referential ambiguity). 

III. PROPOSED  SYSTEM 

          The semantic web is provided to solve the entity disambiguation problem by introducing a special 
scheme to add semantic metadata for entities. Thus, the current affair or concern that the semantic web presently 
undergoes is lacking semantically annotated web contents are available. Self moving withdraw of metadata can 
increase or speed up the process of semantic annotation. For named entities, automatically withdraw nick names 
provides as a useful source of metadata, thereby giving a means to disambiguate an entity. Finding nick names 
of a name are important for withdrawing relations between entities. 

              For example, Matsuo et al. developed a social network extraction algorithm in which they calculate the 
power or strength of the relation between two individuals x and y by the web hits for the combined query, “x” 
and “y”. Moreover, persons x and y appear in their nick names in web information. Accordingly, by enlarging 
the combine query using nick name for the names, a communal system pulling out algorithm can exactly 
calculate the strength of a relationship among 2 persons. 

 A. Advantages   

 The semantic web is to provide the solution for the entity disambiguation problem by the mechanism to 
add semantic metadata for entities. 

 Automatic extraction of metadata can speed up the process of semantic annotation. 

 B. Definition 

Introducing lexical pattern-based approach to get nick names of a given name using snippets taken by web look 
for locomotive. The lexical patterns are generated automatically using a set of real world name alias data. To 
calculate the confidence of traced lexical patterns and draw out the patterns that can exactly finds nick names for 
different personal names. This extraction algorithm doesn’t specify any language for specific preprocessing, this 
part-of-speech tagging or addiction parsing, etc. 

IV. MODULE DESCRIPTION 

A. Withdraw Lexical Patterns from Snippets 

              In search engines they provide a complete text snippet for every search results by selecting the text 
which is shown in the web page which will be approximately equal to the query. Such snippets gives 
information related to the local context of the query. For actual or real and nick names , snippets tell or gives 
useful semantic clew that can be used to with draw lexical patterns which are most  used to convey nick name  
for the real or actual name. 
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Fig 3. Outline of the proposed method 

B. Ranking of Candidates 

              Considering the noise in web oddments, candidates extracted by the trivial lexical patterns might 
contain incorrect nick names. From these candidates, we must find or know which are similar to be correct nick 
name of the given name. I design the problem of nick name identifying as one of ranking candidates with 
respect to a given name such that the candidates, who are similar to be correct nick name are given the higher 
preference (value). 

C. Lexical Pattern Frequency 

 I presented an algorithm to withdraw multiple or many lexical patterns which are used to describe nick 
name of a personal name.  The declared pattern extraction algorithm can withdraw a higher value (number) of 
lexical pattern. If the personal name under consideration and a candidate nick name occur in different or many 
lexical patterns, then it can be considered as a good nick name for the personal name. Accordingly, i rank a set 
of candidate nick name in the reducing order of the number of variety lexical patterns are shown in a name. The 
lexical pattern frequency of nick name is similar to the document frequency (DF) most preferred or used in data 
retrieval.  

 D. Co-Occurrences in anchor texts 

Anchor texts are studied extensively in data retrieval and are used in different tasks such as synonym 
withdraw, query translation in cross-language in sequence repossession, and place and categorization of web 
pages.  I revisit anchor texts to measure the association between a name and its nick name on the web. Anchor 
texts directs to a URL provide useful semantic clews which relate to the resource represent by the URL. For 
example, if the more number of inbound anchor texts of a URL contains a personal name; it is similar that the 
remainder of the inbound anchor texts consists info about nick name of the name. Here, i use the word inbound 
anchor texts to refer the set of anchor texts directing to the same URL. 

 
Fig.4. Class Diagram 
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V. CONCLUSION 

              I declare a lexical-pattern-based approach to withdraw nick names of a given name. I use a group of 
names and their nick names as training data to withdraw lexical patterns that depict many ways in which 
information related to nick names of a name is produced on the web. Next, i alternate the real name of a person 
which i attracted in finding nick names in the withdrawal lexical patterns, and download snippets from the web 
search engine. I withdraw a group of candidate nick names from the snippets.  

               The candidates are ranked by means of dissimilar ranking scores calculated using 3 approaches. 

E.g. lexical pattern frequency, co-occurrences in fastens texts, and page count-based organization dealings. 
Moreover, i integrate the different ranking scores to construct a single ranking function using ranking support 
vector machines. I evaluate the proposed method using three data sets: a British individual names data set, and 
British position name facts set, and a Japanese delicate names data set. 

VI. SUGGESTION FOR FUTURE WORK 

             The declared method reports high MRR and AP scores on al the 3 data set or groups and dominated 
many baselines and earlier nick name mining algorithm. Discounting co-occurrences from hubs is important to 
filter the noise in co-occurrences in anchor texts. Because of this instance, I declare easy and efficient hub 
discounting duration. Moreover, withdrawal nick names extremely advanced recall in a relation detection task. 
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